Zero Heart Attack Plan

CCG

CARDIO-VASCULAR CARTOGRAPHY

Non-invasive Blood Flow Mapping

EARLY HEART DISEASE DETECTION SAVES LIFE
CCG is approved by FDA (USA), CE (Europe), MDA (UK) etc and manufactured in compliance with
ISO 9001:2000 and ISO 13485:2003

CCG is a cost effective and risk free solution to detect heart diseases and decreased
blood flow years before it causes a heart attack
What is Cardiovascular Cartography?
Cardiovascular Cartography (CCG) is an advanced non-invasive coronary artery imaging system that gives complete haemodynamic
picture of the heart to map myocardial blood flow and informs of coronary artery disease, oxygen status, etc.
How is the procedure done?
Patient lies on the CCG bed and special electrodes, sensors, transducers and
continuous non-invasive Blood pressure instrument are used to acquire data and
analyze it in about 20 minutes..
Who should have CCG done?
* Screening after 30 years age
* High risk patients: Family history of Heart disease, Diabetes, High blood pressure,
Overweight, increased cholesterol or homocystein, Smokers, Alcoholics, Sedentary
and Stressful lifestyle
* Chest pain: know if it is heart or other disease
* To determine the extent of heart disease
* Assess ACT, ECP, Angioplasty, Bypass effectiveness
What is the preparation for CCG?
* Early detection of Coronary Artery Disease
* No tea, coffee, alcohol, smoking or tobacco * Early detection of left heart failure
use for 12 hours before the test.
* No heart medicines like Sorbitrate, anti-hypertensive drugs etc. (May take medicines for diabetes or in case of emergency).
* Come empty stomach or take a cup of milk with two biscuits or a slice of bread three hours before the test.
* No long walk, exercise or exertion.
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Source : IEEE CBMS-2001, 26-27 July 2001,
National Institute of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA

What is the cost of CCG?
The basic CCG test costs Rs. 5000/- only.
Information Provided by CCG:Cardiovascular Cartogram
This is relationship between the
P r e s s u r e , Vo l u m e , T i m e ,
Contractility and flow giving an idea
of the changes that may be
physiological, compensatory or
pathological.
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Impaired with Endothelial Dysfunction that decreases with age and in
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Intercycle Physiology

Total Myocardial Burden

Arrhythmogenic status informs risk of sudden cardiac
death and drug induced arrhythmias.
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Myocardial burden may be due to ischemia, pressure or volume effects.
Predominance of Autonomic Nervous System

NO-SURGERY FACILITIES
· Avoid Heart Bypass Surgery - ACT & ECP.
· Remove Kidney stones with rays - Lithotripsy (ESWL).
· Knee Joint arthritis pain - Avoid Knee replacement with Cytotron.
· No side effect cancer treatment - RFQMR.
· Detoxification - Chelation Therapy.
· Immunity, etc - Ozone Therapy.
· Backache - Computerized Spinal Table.

REVOLUTIONARY

Sympathetic overdrive patients are prone to Sudden
Cardiac Death and have poor prognosis.

* Detect decreased blood flow to heart years before it causes heart attack
* Purely external – non-invasive procedure
* Risk free routine test
* Ideal for those at high risk of heart disease
* Economical

First Non-Invasive Blood Flow Detection Centre in North India with Technical knowhow and Training
from the Inventor at Centre for Artificial Intelligence & Non-Linear Studies, Bangalore

Galileo
"Measure what is measurable
and make measurable what is
not so"
Dr. Sibia:
Decreased blood flow to the heart muscle and not blockages cause
angina chest pain. Blockages are responsible only in 70 to 80 % patients for the
reduced blood flow; hence all patients having reduced blood flow or chest pain
do not necessarily have blockages in arteries and do not benefit by angioplasty
or bypass surgery.
Many patients with severe blockages never have chest pain or heart
attack as they develop collateral circulation to compensate for the decreased
blood flow; hence all blockages seen in angiography do not require treatment as
is commonly presumed. Angiography measures the quantity of blockages in the
blood vessels and not blood flow hence when treatment is decided only on
angiography report many patients with compensated circulation will be
subjected to bypass surgery or angioplasty (stent) even when not required.
We beleive that before deciding the treatment one must assess the blood
flow to the muscle with Cardiovascular Cartography (CCG) or Stress Thallium.
At Sibia Medical Centre we do non-invasive CCG to assess the blood flow to
heart muscle and then treat with Artery Clearance Therapy (ACT) and External
Counter Pulsation (ECP) to avoid angioplasty and bypass surgery.
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